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Participating Companies

Global WebSphere Community was awarded the 2011 
Summit Emerging Media Award as the Leader in Social 
Network Marketing and the 2011 Commendation of Merit 
by the Society of New Communications Research (SNCR) 
Excellence in New Communications

 » 3M Company

 » Accenture

 » Aflac

 » AT&T

 » Bank of America

 » Boeing

 » Capgemini

 » CVS Caremark

 » Deloitte

 » Duke University

 » Ernst & Young

 » Expedia

 » Home Depot

 » IBM

 » Intel

 » Liberty Mutual

 » Lockheed Martin

 » MasterCard

 » Microsoft

 » Pfizer

 » Pitney Bowes

 » Rosetta

 » Siemens Energy, Inc.

 » Texas Instruments

 » The New York Times

 » Volvo IT

 » Walt Disney World 
Company

 » And many others...
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Engage Your Target Audience
The Global WebSphere Community (at WebSphereUserGroup.org) is a respected source of trusted information. 
Our community of members gives you a captive audience actively seeking ways to derive more value from their 
WebSphere environments and projects. 
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Webcast Sponsorship   

Webcast Program 

Generate quality leads while you educate potential customers. Present your own content as the featured expert and 
sole sponsor of a webcast, hosted on our site and promoted to all our members. Receive sponsor recognition on 
the website, contact information for all registrants, and detailed qualifying data. Leads collected through registration 
become part of your permanent contact list. Each webcast is supported by a Q&A forum during the event and all 
webcasts are recorded and run as on-demand videos for three months on the site, plus your registration report gives 
you real-time access to all registrants.

What You Get 

• A presentation to educate qualified WebSphere customers and drive leads

• Your sponsored webcast is available on-demand from the site for 3 months 

• Qualified leads with contact information delivered straight to your email box 

• Up to 3 custom questions to further qualify your leads

• Powerful exposure and visibility to the WebSphere community 

• Promotion through the website, email, and social media

Bonus: Make It Turnkey

Save time and money by taking advantage of our technical marketing services and our staff of world-class writers, 

editors, and content producers. We’ll handle everything from recruiting presenters to hosting and promotion. 

Contact us for more details.

Popular Webcasts from 2013

Deploy. Faster: Automating and Accelerating Application 
Deployments to IBM WebSphere Without Scripting

Best Practices to Enhance Customer Experience and Reduce Costs with 
Business Process Management (BPM)

IBM Worklight and Cast Iron 
Integration Demonstration
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Whitepapers and Educational Assets 

Generate leads from qualified WebSphere names looking to add new 
capabilities to their IT landscape. With thousands of active members on 
the site, a whitepaper ensures that your solutions are part of the discussion 
that members have at their companies when they look to implement new 
technologies to maximize value for their organizations.

What You Get

• Showcase your products and solutions in a whitepaper hosted 
directly on GWC for 3 months  

• Complete contact information for every member who downloads 
your whitepaper 

• Promotional support and exposure to all GWC community members through 
email and social media

• Customize your registration page with up to three qualifying questions

Bonus: Make It Turnkey

Resources are a challenge for most marketing teams. If your company has a story to tell, then let us tell it for you. 

Our technical writers are ready to help you turn your knowledge into something tangible with an educational asset.

Popular Whitepapers and Educational Assets from 2013

Preparing for Continuous Delivery in an 
Enterprise Environment 

®

®

Smart Logging: Supercharge Application 
Logging and Tracing

Contain Costs and Mitigate Risks of Transactions on 
the Middleware Superhighway
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Live Q&A

A Real-Time Conversation with Qualified Prospects

Elevate the credibility of your top expert as you generate qualified leads. Seize this special opportunity to build 
thought leadership and generate qualified leads. Feature your top technical expert in a live online Q&A — you’ll 
interact with prospects and answer their specific questions related to your area of expertise. 

What You Get

• A GWC editor will plan, host, and moderate your 60-minute live chat event. The editor will introduce your expert, 
monitor your Q&A, and keep the discussion flowing smoothly.

• Promotion of your live Q&A event:

 » Dedicated email blast
 » Inclusion in the GWC newsletter
 » Promotion via GWC’s social media channels
 » A post-event transcript is created for extended exposure

• Ongoing lead generation before, during, and 6 months after the live event — receive the contact details of each 
person who registers, attends, or accesses the post-event transcript.

• Banner ad placement adjacent to your live Q&A event, and on the landing page for your transcript

 » Option to provide an educational asset as an incentive for prospects to attend the live event
 » Ability to seed questions during the live event
 » Opportunity to ask up to three qualifying questions during the registration
 » Receive a transcript of the chat archive

NEW IN 2014
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Newsletter Sponsorship

Monthly Ad Spot

Position yourself alongside the most reliable WebSphere resources 
in the industry in our electronic newsletter. This is a great value 
option for building mindshare, driving traffic, and increasing 
business in the WebSphere community.  

Solutions Spotlight Article 

Provide us with an article about your solution (up to 850 words) 
and we’ll link to it in the GWC newsletter. The article will also be 
posted on the home page of WebSphereUserGroup.org, where we 
will drive traffic to the article through social promotion, advertising, 
and messaging. This option gives you the chance to provide 
detailed, in-depth messaging to a targeted audience of prospects. 
It will differentiate your company, drive traffic to your site, and spur 
downloads of trials, demos, or other assets.

There are a limited number of newsletter and banner ads available. Don’t miss out. 
Use the attached form to place your request today.  

Readership

32,000+ subscribers

“Email is as much of a mobile 
medium as social media, but 
email trumps social media for 
visitor loyalty. Email newsletter 
subscribers generated 94% more 
page views per unique visitor than 
social media visitors.” 

– Advantage Business Media 2014 
Media Study
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Display Advertising Sponsorship

There are a limited number of newsletter and banner ads available. Don’t miss out. 
Use the attached form to place your request today.  

  Targeted banner placement

Post your banner ad in one or more 
focused areas of the site to best match your 
customers’ and prospects’ interests. Contact 
a sales representative for details.

  Run-of-site banner

Get great visibility with your banner on the 
Global WebSphere Community website at a 
low entry cost! Run-of-site banners generate 
30,000 monthly impressions.

202 x 150 pixels

550 x 150 pixels
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Infographics 

If you have a compelling story to tell with quick-hits and data points, then an 
infographic is a perfect way to position your company as an industry leader 
with a wealth of practical knowledge and unique insights. Our data and design 
teams will work with you to design an infographic from scratch, and one that 
you can use in your own marketing efforts in other areas.  
 
Value-Added Bonus: If you don’t have the data, let us know what trends or 
topics you want to explore and our team will do the research for you, share our 
findings, and build the infographic for your company to use. It is completely 
turnkey. You walk away with a powerful, custom-built marketing asset, new 
insights into your target audience, and a holistic view of the IBM customers.

NEW IN 2014
Where’s the 
money going?

Technology 
investments

 in 2014: 

MOBILE

CLOUD/SAAS

VIRTUALIZATION

BIG DATA

SECURITY

Top 5 technologies 

to invest in 2014

Percentage of companies 

increasing emerging budgets

1

3 4
5

2

Service-Oriented 
Architecture

23% 

Business Process 

Management

18% 

Cloud/SaaS
12% 

Virtualization
15% 

Mobile
14% 

Big Data
8% 

Largest portion of 
IT budgets go to...

websphereinsights.com

CLOUD/SAAS
MOBILE
DATA & ANALYTICS

+%57
+%56
+%47

Technology trends WebSphere Insights readers would 
most like to implement at their company in 2013*

Implement 
mobile applications 

Cloud/SaaS
Virtualization

Big data

Social business

Predictive 
analytics

Green 
initiatives

The interest in mobility isn’t 
surprising, with 10 billion smartphones, 
tablets and mobile devices 
expected to be in circulation by 2020. 

By 2015, 4.4 million IT jobs 

globally will be created to 

support big data, with 1.9 

million in the United States.

of companies plan to increase their investments in social business in the next three years.

*Source: WebSphere Insights 2013 Trend Survey of subscribers

CLOUD COMPUTING seems to have burst onto the technology 
scene from nowhere, suddenly becoming indispensable for 
every business looking to save resources and stay cutting edge, 
but the cloud has been hovering around computers for longer 
than you think. 

The concept of cloud computing was �rst imagined in the 1960s 
as a way to share information between computers. This idea—and 
the nomenclature around it— has evolved and matured into the 
ubiquitous technology we know today, allowing users to access 
software, services, and data from anywhere via the cloud.

The evolution of cloud computing, with a focus on contributions 
by IBM, is illustrated in this Infographic.  

1960s: IBM invents 
virtualization, a precursor 
to cloud computing. 

1961: Computer scientist 
John McCarthy �rst suggests 
concept of a computer 
time-sharing system, early 
stage of cloud computing. 

1969: Internet pioneer J.C.R. 
Licklider connects the Advanced 
Research Projects Agency 
Network (ARPANET ), linking 
computers in di�erent cities.

1990s: Grid computing 
begins in the early 1990s, 
making a computer easier 
to access, like an electric 
power grid. 

1999: Salesforce.com 
launches the �rst 
software-as-a-service 
(SaaS).

2002: Amazon launches 
Amazon Web Service, the �rst 
cloud consumer o�ering.

2010: IBM broadens cloud 
portfolio, acquiring Cast Iron 
Systems , BLADE Network 
Technologies and Unica 
Corporation.

2011: IBM launches 
IBM SmartCloud.

Present: Cloud computing 
is a $109 billion  industry 
world-wide and is projected to 
expand to $152 billion by 2014.

2012: IBM acquires 
virtualization provider 
Green Hat.

2007: IBM and Google 
collaborate to develop a 
workable cloud computing 
solution for businesses.

2008: Open source platform 
Eucalyptus o�ers the �rst private 
and hybrid cloud solutions.

1997: IT professor Ramnath 
Chellappa �rst coins the term 
“cloud computing” in a lecture.

WebSphere Insights polled readers on what is 
needed to be successful in the modern IBM 
WebSphere marketplace and uncovered which 
skills are in greatest demand, what titles offer the 
best growth potential, and how employees plan to 
gain knowledge on new, in-demand technologies. 

Do you have the skills and know-how required to 
stay competitive?
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Integrated Sponsorship Packages
Create the ultimate marketing and business development platform on the GWC with custom packages. Or, take 
advantage of these pre-configured integrated marketing partnership campaigns that improve visibility, amplify 
your message, build mindshare, and drive new leads. 

This is the best way to reach a qualified audience of WebSphere professionals every day, at a fraction of the cost of 
expensive website traffic-building tactics.

Features Platinum Gold Silver 

Run-of-Site Banner Advertisement 12 months 6 months 3 months 

Newsletter Sponsorship 12 per year 6 per year 3 per year 

Solution Spotlight Article 1 per year 1 per year No

Whitepaper Hosting and Promotion 1 per year 1 per year 1 per year 

Webcast Sponsorship 2 per year 1 per year No 

Targeted Document Lead-Gen Program 6 months No No

Enhance your Global WebSphere Community sponsorship 

Take an integrated approach and pair your presence on the GWC with these additional resource sites.

Scott Treggiari 
Program Director  |  1-781-751-8734  |  Scott.Treggiari@WISpubs.com

Contact Us

Big Data and Analytics in the Enterprise

IBM Notes & ICS Customers

Analytics • Cloud • Social Business • Mobile

www.Data-Informed.com

www.SocialBizUG.org

www.InsightsMagazineOnline.com
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ADVERTISING SPACE APPLICATION AND CONTRACT 
 
1. ADVERTISER INFORMATION: 

Company:	  _____________________________________________	   	   Contact:	  __________________________________________	  

Address:	  _____________________________________________	   	   Phone:	  ___________________________________________	  

Email:	  _____________________________________________	   	   Fax:	  ______________________________________________	  
 
2. SPONSORSHIP OPTIONS 
 
DISPLAY ADVERTISING 
¨ Global WebSphere Community Newsletter Ads ¨$800/ad for 3x    ¨$750/ad for 6x    ¨$650/ad for 12x    

¨ Run-of-Site Display ad $750/month (3 months minimum) # of months ______ Start date: ___________ 

¨ Specific Placement Banner ad $1200/month # of months ______ Start date: ___________ 

 
CONTENT MARKETING 
¨ Solution Spotlight Article $4,500 ea. Article Topic ____________________________ Preferred insertion date: ________ 

¨ Infographic Design Only $1000    ¨ Infographic Research & Design $5300 

¨ Whitepaper/Educational Document Program $8500  ¨ Writing Service Add on: $5300  

¨ Webcast sponsorship $8500     ¨ Turnkey Presentation Service add on: $5300 

¨ Live Q&A Sponsorship: $8500 

 
PREMIER BUSINESS PARTNER PROGRAMMING PACKAGES  
¨ Platinum Sponsor only $29800 (value $57,495) 

¨ Gold Sponsor only $15500 (value $27,795)  

¨ Silver Sponsor only $9800  (value $15,050)  

Total Sponsorship Fee $ ___________________ 
 
 
3. BILLING TERMS All amounts due in US dollars. Advertiser agrees to payment in full within 30 days of invoice 
 
4. BILLING INFORMATION Please provide us with the following billing information if different from above: 

Billing Address: ______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Billing Contact Name: __________________________________________ Phone: ________________________________________ 

E-mail address: ______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
5. AUTHORIZATION 
This application and Contract for advertising space (the “Contract”) by and between, WELESLEY INFORMATION SERVICES (WIS) and the advertising company 
(“Advertiser”), governs rental and use of advertising space on WebSphereUserGroup.org, its newsletters, or its other advertising vehicles (“ADVERTISING”) with the terms and 
conditions set forth herein, including those listed on the following page. This contract shall become binding upon acceptance by an authorized representative for each of the 
parties. 
 
The individual signing this contract warrants that authorization has been duly granted to execute the contract on behalf of their organization. 
 
Signature Advertiser Representative _______________________________  Print Name _____________________________ Date ________ 

 

Signature WIS Representative ____________________________________  Print Name _____________________________ Date ________ 
 
Page 1 of 2 (see terms and conditions on the following page) 

Initial Page 2 of this form and fax both pages to Jeff Healey at 1-781-751-8823 

Global WebSphere Community 
Wellesley Information Services 
20 Carematrix Rd. 
Dedham, MA 02026 
781-751-8739 
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Additional Terms and Conditions 

INSERTION AND PUBLICATION DATES: This agreement includes the number of newsletter insertions indicated in the Sponsor Options section on the 
previous page, if any. The newsletter(s) will be distributed electronically to subscribers. Distribution schedules may be provided to advertiser in a separate 
document. WELLESLEY INFORMATION SERVICES (WIS) reserves the right to alter or postpone distribution dates as may be needed. If an insertion 
date or publication date is missed or cancelled by WIS, WIS shall provide a make-up insertion. WIS’ liability for missed or cancelled publication dates is 
limited to the provision of a makeup insertion only. 
ONLINE ADVERTISEMENTS: This agreement includes the number of online advertisement insertions indicated in the Sponsor Options section on the 
previous page, if any. WIS reserves the right to alter or postpone publishing dates for online advertisement placements as may be needed. If an online 
advertisement insertion date is missed or cancelled by WIS, WIS shall provide a make-up insertion. WIS’ liability for missed or cancelled publication dates 
is limited to the provision of a make-up insertion only. 
APLICATIONS: All applications for advertising space must be made on this contract. This contract shall become binding upon acceptance by an 
authorized representative for each of the parties. WIS reserves the right, at it sole discretion to decline acceptance of any Contract. 
ADVERTISING SPACE ALOCATION: Conditions, other than rates, are subject to change by publisher without prior notice. Positioning of advertisements 
is at the discretion of the publisher. WIS will attempt to assign advertising space in the order in which Contracts are received. 
WIS reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to designate advertising space or make changes in the location, size, layout, arrangement and display limits 
of the advertisements.  
SPONSOR FEE: The Total Sponsorship Fee (“Fee”) includes advertising space and other items specified in the package selected on the previous page 
under the Sponsorship Options section. All other expenses including but not limited to shipping, design, copy writing, etc., are the responsibility of 
Advertiser. A 5% late fee is assessed upon all invoices outstanding beyond 30 days. All orders are subject to meeting of our credit requirements. A 
reschedule fee of $500 will be assessed for any whitepaper rescheduled from its original push date. 
CANCELATION: In the event Advertiser cancels all or part of the advertising space, the following provisions shall apply: (i) if written notice of cancellation 
is received by WIS within 30 days of placing the order, Advertiser shall pay a cancellation fee equal to one-half of the Total Sponsor Fee (ii) if written 
notice of cancellation is received by WIS more than 30 days after Advertiser places the order, Advertiser shall pay the full amount of the Total Sponsor 
Fee. (iii) All cancellation fees are payable immediately upon cancellation. All payments made to WIS under this contract are deemed fully earned and 
non-refundable and made in consideration for expenses incurred by WIS and the lost or deferred opportunity to provide advertising space to others, and 
all cancellation fees that may become due hereunder are acknowledged by Advertiser to constitute liquidated damages. WIS reserves the right to cancel 
portions of or the entirety of ADVERTISING or to terminate this contract for any reason at any time upon written notice to Advertiser. Upon cancellation or 
termination by WIS, WIS sole liability to Advertiser, and Advertiser’s exclusive remedy, shall be limited to a refund of any Fees paid by Advertiser under 
this agreement for services not yet rendered.  
PACKAGE DEADLINES: WIS will provide Advertiser, under separate cover, a list of deadlines for deliverables due to WIS from Advertiser in order to 
fulfill the package selected in the Sponsorship Options section on the previous page. Advertiser understands and agrees that it is Advertiser’s 
responsibility to meet any and all stated deadlines for such items and failure to meet stated deadlines may result in related items being forfeited from 
Advertiser’s package at Advertiser’s expense and with no refund from WIS.  
PAYMENT COLLECTIONS: WIS reserves the right to hold advertiser and/or its advertising agency jointly and severally liable for such monies that are 
due and payable to the publisher. WIS reserves the right to assign collection of such monies to anyone or any agent it chooses.  
FORCE MAJEURE: WIS shall not be responsible for any loss or damage resulting from failure to perform under this Contract or to conduct 
ADVERTISING in whole or part as a result of riot, strike, civil disorder, act of war, act of terrorism, earthquake, storm, fire, flood, failure of facilities, or any 
act of God or any reason, of any kind whatsoever beyond the reasonable control of WIS. WIS will make reasonable efforts to reschedule ADVERTISING. 
Notwithstanding any other terms or conditions of this contract, should it ultimately be impossible to distribute ADVERTISING for the forgoing reasons, all 
payments will be refunded. 
INDEMNIFICATION: ADVERTISER and/or its agency agree to indemnify and hold harmless the publisher, its officers, agents and employees against all 
damages, costs and expenses including - without limitations - attorney’s fees resulting from any claim, action or proceeding alleging that the 
advertisement infringes on any copyright, violates any right of privacy or other personal or property right, contains any libelous matter or other matter 
contrary to law or contains any formula or instructions injurious to the user of the product. ADVERTISER assumes all liability for all content (including text, 
representations, illustrations, sketches, photos, maps, labels, trademarks or other copyrighted matter) of advertisements and also assumes responsibility 
for any claims arising therefrom, made against the publisher. The publisher is not responsible for errors in key numbers. 
NO ASIGNMENT: The rights granted by this Contract are personal in nature. Advertiser may not assign this Contract to any third party without the 
consent of WIS.  
CONSENT: By signing this contract you are authorizing WIS to provide contact information including address, phone number, 
fax number and contact person to any service vendor contracted to conduct work for WIS. 
GOVERNING LAW, JURISDICTION: This Contract shall be governed, constructed and enforced in accordance with the laws of the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts. In the event that it shall be necessary for WIS to bring suit, enforce any of its rights hereunder or to defend itself against suits brought 
against WIS by Advertiser, WIS shall be entitled to recover all costs of such suits including reasonable attorney’s fees.  
ENTIRE AGREMENT: This Contract constitutes the complete agreement between the parties and supersedes all prior or contemporaneous agreements 
or representations, written or oral, concerning the subject matter hereof. This Contract may not be modified or amended unless in writing and signed by a 
duly authorized representative of each party.  

Advertiser Initials: ________ Wellesley information services: ________  

Complete Page 1 of this form and fax both pages to Jeff Healey at 1-781-751-8823 
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Global WebSphere Community 
	  




